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The Alpha-4L portable label printer features a rugged design and reliable performance. With a full line of accessories, including a linerless printing option, Alpha-4L has everything you need to perform
diverse labeling tasks while on the go. These advanced features, combined with an easy to use interface and powerful connectivity, offer more time for the total solution, fewer personnel and less equipment

while better serving your distribution goals. When you check the box next to "create new device", you'll be prompted to enter a password. Use the supplied default password. It doesn't matter if the
password is weak or strong because you'll be prompted each time to enter a password.Each account will have a different password. In addition to changing the default password, it is also recommended to
change the passwords of all the users you manage under your admin account because hackers may use social engineering tricks to guess the default password and later use it to obtain other credentials.

Furthermore, hackers may try to steal admin credentials and use them in order to gain unauthorized access. To create a new password, you can use any set of the 10 to 15 characters of a password, a
nickname, or any other values you like. You can get help on the password strength calculator at the following link: Linksys router devices come with a link to an online password reset utility. Instead of giving
the information out, it allows you to generate a new password remotely. The link is available under Administration and Security -> General Settings for each new model. For example, link to this page for the
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